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ing aspect is his discussion of the extensive circu‐
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ers, is adequate to explain the vast range of vio‐
lent conflicts that occurred across the world in the
era examined.[1] These historians have deemed
that the changes in warfare wrought by gunpow‐
der weapons and a new style of fortification were
profound enough to warrant the use of the term
“revolution.” Sandberg certainly does not deny
that there were vast changes in warfare but ques‐
tions whether they were restricted to European
states; he argues that much of the warfare across
the globe owes little to the European develop‐
ments.

The remaining ten chapters follow a largely
identical pattern. The author selects a type of vio‐
lence and shows how it has occurred in societies
usually across the five continents. In perhaps the
best chapter, “Raiding Warfare 1580s-1640s,”
Sandberg makes the case that raiding needs to be
studied as a form of true war, not as “little more
than burglary” (p. 171). This chapter is impres‐
sively far ranging in the societies covered. Under
maritime raiding, he covers piracy and slaving in
the Mediterranean, the Caribbean, the Indian
Ocean, and the China Sea. His category of border‐
land raiding encompasses the Atlantic coast, the
Great Lakes, and the badlands of North America;
the steppes of Russia and the deserts of the Mid‐
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over two centuries a revolution is certainly
stretching the sense of the term), it does not

This is an admirable work in the sweep of
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global events it examines and its demonstration

rope and were being adopted across the world.
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Nonetheless this is a must-read book for anyone
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under study. It gives proper consideration to the
impact of the long period of cold across the world
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called the Little Ice Age on societies, especially in
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respect to peasant revolts and conflicts. Sandberg
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also understands the role of religion and belief in
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One can hardly criticize a book that covers so
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the edging of military superiority away from the
nomadic horse-archer peoples on the Eurasian
steppes toward the settled societies, a process that
was well under way by 1700. Another difficulty is
that there is some repetition as the same events
serve as examples of several types of violence.
More problematic is a number of minor mistakes
and dubious statements in the coverage of Euro‐
pean events; for example, Charles V inherited the
county of Burgundy (the Franche-Comté), not the
duchy (p. 103); Francis I of France was not wound‐
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